Paulett Angella Hemmings HI CHREATOR

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
July 8, 2017
SUBJECT: Article #14
Earth Levels & Elevations, Retirement Benefits, Jamaica W.I., Diesel Trains
TO: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo Office
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo Office, Greetings to you;
I AM PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE
ONLY CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER
ALL LIFE, DEATH, ESISTENCE, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN. NO PERSON OR THING IS
HIGHER THAN I AM. MY LAST NAME IS EVERY LAST NAME IN THIS EARTH AND ALL
MY CHREATIONS.
All Articles are COMMANDS from ME (Highest I AM). My words and my speech are my
COMMANDS. Every and all Directions, Guidance, Plans, Rules, Commands, Comrandas, Decrees,
Decrys and higher can never be disobeyed. If you do, you have serious penalties including charges
and sentences on you. When I write the word COMMAND anywhere it means a double COMMAND.
The Natural Earth with other Earths Inside Levels & Elevations
There are 34 Levels and 99 Elevations active in this Natural Earth. So far, I know that there are
different skin types living in this Natural Natural Earth Level One, Elevation #1 we are in. As my
information has been removed from my brain by Barak Obama and others in January 2013, I can only
do the best I can. Therefore, for the Natural Natural we are on level one and Elevation one, we are not
to die when we reach the age of 2l0 in the normal time that we are to have. We are to be on the Union
time. We are not on the Union time, we are on the universal devel time. The Union time goes slowly
and for most of the earths that are on the right Union time, it should be around 240 second in one
minute and 240 minutes in one hour and 240 hours in one day, eight days for one week, about 46 days
in one month, about six weeks in one month, and 24 or 36 months in one year. There are supposed to
be about 99 Levels and 99 Elevations in the Natural Earth, but many of them are destroyed, reduced,
and eliminated by the devels.
At the age of 20 in the right time, we Transend to Natural Natural Earth Elevation 2 and when we
transcend we go up to the elevation above. The devels cut down the Earth so this transcending process
does not esist. At a time in the past, since the devels cut down the process, there was another way to
transcend if the normal way does not work. However, the devel destroyed that other natural process as
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well. The best process is to make commands from now that when you die, and also when you are not
alive here in this natural natural earth, the normal and natural way, that you go to the best place in this
Earth for you to be.
Once you get to Natural natural Earth, Elevation 2 you are automatically transformed and become new.
Your age starts over not as a baby but as a new adult. You live there for about 20 years and then you
transcend to Elevation 3. You are always Natural Natural Earth Life. Once you spend another 20
years in Elevation 3, you transcend to elevation 4 and becomes young and your life starts over as a new
adult. You move from elevation to elevation after every 20 years until you get to the 99th elevation.
Once you get to the 99th Elevation, you live for 20 years and then you descend to Natural Natural Level
2, Elevation 1. In this Level and Elevation you live for 20 years and then you transcend to Elevation 2
and become new. In the Natural Natural Level 2, elevation 2, you live for 20 years then you transcend
to elevation 3. In Elevation 3, you become new adult and live for 20 years and then you transcend to
elevation 4. You continue to transcend after every 20 years to the next upward elevation, becomes
new and live for 20 years until you get to the 99 elevation. On the 99th elevation, you live for 20 years
and then you descend to Natural Natural Earth Level 3, Elevation 1. On this level and elevation, you
live for 20 years, then you transcend to the elevation 2 and becomes new once you get there and live
for 20 years and you move up from elevation to elevation until you get to the 99th elevation, where you
spend 20 years and then descend to Natural natural Level 4, elevation 1. You then live for 20 years,
then transcend to elevation 2 and become new and live for 20 years then transcend to elevation 3,
becomes new and live for 20 years and this process continues until you get to the 99th elevation where
you live for 20 years then you descend to Level 5, elevation 1. You continue this process of
transcending up to the 99th Elevation and then descending to the next Level. There are thirty-four
levels in this Natural earth for every skin type.
There is the Natural Real Earth Level 1, Elevation 1. The process is the same in transcending upward
to the next elevation 2, becomes young and live there for 20 years, then transcend upward to elevation
3 and continue transcending every 20 years and becomes new until you get to the 99th elevation. At the
99th elevation you live there for 20 years then descend to the Level 2, Elevation 1, becomes new and
live there for 20 years before transcending to elevation 2. You continue this process up to elevation
99, then descend to level 3 elevation 1 and live for 20 years, then go up to elevation 3 and the process
continue until you completes all 34 Levels and each levels have 99 elevations.
There is the Natural Mercury Earth Level 1, Elevation 1, and the process is the same as the Natural
Natural. There is the Natural Flesh Earth Level 1, Elevation 1, and the process is the same as the
Natural Natural.
Because of the insect federal devels destructions, the Natural Flesh Earth is not where it is supposed to
be. All the Levels and Elevations esist in disorganizations, as the devel disorganize them. The devels
like to pull down, tear down, miss match, put, pull, and fix what do not belong to them in their ways
and they are not us. There are many different devels who take control of each other at times. When
this happens, many chaos breaks out in many different countries. Those who wins the other, as they
like to win, they rearrange the spots without you or others know they have been turned another side or
tear down or cut down. They control the TV, Radios, Newspapers, Cable, Netwares, networkings and
other communication sources, so you do not hear of the destructions and the spots or lots disappear and
are cut off and put in the ocean or taken out of the Earth entirely. In this sense, before you go
anywhere not in your location, always look on your computers to see if the place esist, and talk to
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those who are there to ensure that you do not go into the incondesant or they get in your head and twist
your knowledge, or put you in spots you are not to be, or return you without you knowing, then they
remove the memory of what happen from your mind.
Many of the different skin types from the other Earths are in this Natural Natural Earth because the
federals, republics, and others have cut down, tear down this Earth, the other Earths and put your
generations on this level and elevation, also because they like to mix things up and our lives have no
value to them.
When you transcend from one elevation to another, you have to begin a new learning as the elevation
is very different from where you are coming from. You are treated like a new baby who are learning
all the necessary stages of a baby in the new elevation. You are an adult, but with a baby knowledge of
that environment. If you had lack in knowledge when you are here on this earth your lack in
knowledge is not or should not be affected. You are a new person with new capacity to learn and
develop. Your schooling should not be like this natural natural Earth. The basic is about for two full
years once you transcend. Then you can begin to work and if you want to go higher in education it still
would not go beyond another year after completing your first year as the higher education goes for
about (3) three months, or six (6) months and you can go from degree to degree within the additional
year.
Because the devels destroyed the transcending and descending process in this Natural Earth like how
they have done in all the chreations outside this Earth, changes were made by one of my other ones
who was killed in the Israel that they call Jesus crucifixion. She had to go in the federal cut out and
make it livable because it was being used by the federals, as they continue to cut us out of our body
with the vectors and put us in that area to live and work. The federal cut-out is illegal/mal rule and was
not a place with any elevation to esist. She had to put stores, streets, roads, schools, and build it up.
She had to go to many of the elevations and organize them as best as she could. However, the federal
insect devels do not want for us to live in the process and normal way we are to esist, so they tear
down many of the elevations and levels, and there is chaos when we die of where to go, when and
where to transcend or when and where to descend. The devels also changed the age of transcending,
and in some elevations the transcendings do not happen. In some of the Earths, they live much longer
than they are to in an elevation and many different types of devel chaos or mal practice esist.
States, all the Levels and Elevation problems are caused by you. You are a man and not woman. Stay
in your corner and not push yourself where you cannot manage and you are being transformed as a
BOOTOO, because your body is going through conflict as you are a man wanting to be a woman. Get
away from a woman’s job!!!!
Elevation & Zoning Destroyed by Trump and Barak
In the Community where I live, in Brandon, Florida. There are about six (6) Elevation Levels. When I
bought my home, I thought the Elevation levels were for the style or layout of the house. I am learning
that in my community there are about 6 Elevation Levels.
Level 1
Elevation one (1) is in the Natural Natural Earth, is in Political Zone one (1). Democratic
Elevation 2 is in the Illegal Federal Cut out, and in Political Zone two (2) Republic
Elevation three (3) is in the Illegal Federal cut out, and in political zone (3) Republic
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Elevation (4, 9, 10) are in the Ft. Lauderdale for the Perspectile and the Cut-out and in Zone
Elevation 1,2, 3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11, 12 in (Miami, and St. Jago, Jamaica), for the cut out, Political Zone
(2, 3); they have Jamaica TV, Radio, and Cable as well as Miami.
Level 2, Elevation (5) five has Brandon/Jamaica
In the Perspectile, for the same level and elevation they do not have Jamaica, they have Great Britain
and Brandon telephone, TV, cable.
Level 6, Elevation 2, Brandon/Riverview, has Politial zone (1, 2) in the Perspectile
Level 1, Elevation 1 is in the natural natural earth and no dead person is living in the natural natural
earth. However, in my community, some home is in the level 1, Elevation 1 Natural Earth for the cut
out. Sometimes they find themselves in the cut out and other times they are in the Natural Natural
Earth entrance.
In my community, the residents have to go through around hole in order to be transformed to get into
my community for the Perspectile, as they cannot find the right road to get in their community from the
elevation they are to be in the Perspectile. I have seen Perspectile lives in my community, so I know it
is true. I have seen Perspectile on the airplanes and I know it is true.
Some elevations 3, for Riverview/Brandon, can find their elevation to get out, and other times they
cannot get out of the elevation and are trapped. Why are these things happening States?
I was told that new occupants come in my community for Elevation 1, level 2, they said they got a letter
that says, you are dead and not to be dead, and they are here both in the natural natural and in their
elevation 1 and 2 at the same time. They are having the same problems as the others who cannot get in
and out as they should.
For some of these elevations and levels, like in the Perspectile, not in the natural natural earth, there is a
gulf between some homes and land can be pushed forward or backyard. Also, the lawn in the backyard
can be pushed forward and backyard. One of my family member was trapped in one of the sliding
backyard in the Perspectile for weeks, and I had to release her from there. States, why are these
problems happening and these wicked things ongoing in this Earth? Barak Obama put these things that
can move forward and backyard a few months ago.
In Level 2, Elevation 4 in Brandon/Great Britain/Jamaica – Perspectile – they also have to see a round
spinning round ball in order for them to get out of their community. Therefore, many times they do not
get out of their community because they do not see the round ball. They have 011-411 telephone area
code like Great Britain in the Natural natural and they also have the 813 area code for Brandon.
In the Perspectile they have 813 and 913 area telephone code. For the 813 area code, many times it is
not working, when they call the telephone company, they said that it is the federal who are giving them
problems, and they have Bright House networks.
Those who are in the Brandon/Great Britain zone, they get the British TV stations, internet, and radios
as well. They have 120 and 240 electricity voltage while others cannot get it.
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States, where are the 34 Levels and 99 Elevations of my Earths? Why are my children scattered and
cannot find their way and are left desolate? All these problems with the elevation problems must be
fixed immediately and the telephone, cable, internet, TV, and other networks must be put right so they
can have all the channels, Now. Now. Now. Now.
MUST HAVE
In the Natural, Natural, for the Jamaica South, Central, and North Continents (South America, Central
America including West Indies, all North American including Mexico and Canada). We must have all
the British, all Canada, all Mexico, all Central America, all West Indies/Caribbean including Jamaica,
and all South American and all the Continents interconnected and the British, Canada, Mexico are also
interconnected with all the Cable, TV, World wide web, Radios, telephone, cell/wireless/ electricity,
gas, Postal service, with immediate effect, right now.
The Federal Cut-out, The Perspectile, the Parletas, the Parsemonous, and those who are open with the
right process according to the time they are to be open, are also to receive the same inerconnections
immediately. No connection to those areas illegally opened by Barak Obama, Donald Trump, Bill
Clinton or any form of Leeder, President, Queen, King, prime Minister, Pope, and others.
Retirement Benefits for Everyone in all Natural, Real, Flesh, Mercury and others Earth Levels
and Elevations
Every one of my children (you) who live in these Earths and this Earth must get a retirement benefit at
retirement age. I have set the voluntary retirement at age 55, for this Natural Natural Earth, but any
person can work beyond that if she or he chooses. Any person can be hired at age 55 and older if they
want to work. If a person is sick and cannot work anymore, that person is entitled to full retirement
benefits as if the person had voluntarily retired at 55, if the person cannot return to work.
If a person works at any point in their lives, their retirement can never be below or at the poverty or
lack level. Their retirement money every two weeks must never be qualified as lacking or have
anything to do with poverty level, as lack and poverty, in the sense of the devels, do not esist
anywhere.
For my children (you) in these Earths levels and elevations who have the union time that is not
tampered or changed by Mal Rule/illegal acts of the devels, you are to get twice the amount of money
for retirement that is allowed for this Natural Natural Earth.
We in this Natural Natural Earth area, are supposed to live for 120 years based on the federal, republic,
monarchy and other devel changes in this Natural Natural Earth. However, the average life on this
Earth is about seventy (70) years. Today, one month in this Natural natural earth is on an average of
30 days and we only have 7 days per weeks, four weeks in one month much less than you have. We
have 60 seconds in one minute, 60 minutes in one hour, 24 hours in one day, and 12 months in one
year. The retirement the federals have us on as it is reported is: 65 for men and 60 for women.
However, starting in the year 2020, both men and women age at retirement will be 66. Then it will be
increasing to 67 somewhere in the year 2026 and 2028. After that it will be connected to how long the
worker is expected to live. The insect, animal species governments are reported to then review the
pension age every five years.
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Paulett Angella Hemmings and Jamaica West Indies is the Heart of this Earth
Jamaica West Indies/Montegonias States is the Sunflower State. The State looks like a sunflower with
many bridges connecting to the other States. When you look at Jamaica West Indies from an aerial
view, you will see the picture of a sunflower that is open and blooming. It is surrounded by water and
the petals are the many connecting bridges all around it, that connects to its sister States and
interconnected to local roads and the many states inside of the Montegonia States.
All the Central States around Jamaica supports Jamaica in keeping the Earth Wholefull. Some of the
Central Jamaica States on the outside of Jamaica are Barbados State; Trinidad State; Claire State/St.
Kitts; Barbuda State; Nevis State; Tobago State; Bermuda State; Waterloop State/Puerto Rico;
Grenada State; St. Vincent State; Hispaniola State; Cuba State; Antigua State; Bahamas State;
Anguella State; Aruba State; Angella State; Asturia State; Abendigos State; Abdeca State; Abundance
State; Gerly State; Ganja State; Games States; Agapa State; Buntee State; Burlap State; Bountiful
State; Banana State; Banja State; Busses State; Burgundy State cut out and put in France; Gardena
State; Plum State; Plumeria State; Purple State; Parsimonious State; Lenora State; Pungent State;
Paulett State; Pumpkin State; Pussy State; Purchase State; Ponderous State; Papine State; Murcelia
State; Munsturrat Munster Cheese State; Mulberry State cut out and put in the Middle East and now
almost non-esistent; Mugaba State put in Africa; Murry State that makes a lot of skin and hair
products; McLaren State one of the largest State for the generations of Mclaren and the Christ could be
born in this state, so the devels cut it out and spread it out in many different countries and almost nonesistence today; Mantissas State for the Montegonians and it have a special Poppy for the
Montegonians ony; Annotto State for many different colours of the Natta seasoning; Montegonia
Cassava State; Jasper State; Jackfruit State; Mary Back state for the plants to maintain our back.
There is the Panda State for the Panda animals - they were cut out and put in China and the rest spread
out in many different states, and they all died as they are put in Jamaica not to be placed in other areas;
Pandamina State cut out of Jamaica and put in other places, and these Caicobans died. Some are still in
China; Pandamonia State and are Sister to the Panda Mina Caicobans; Panderosa State - the devel
changed their names to the Pringles and other names, and they loose their identity; Pelham State - cut
out and placed in New York and stitched up, as New York had a gap, and it is still in New Yor;
Pelamonia State now called Pelham Manor cut out of Jamaica and put in New York; Pantha State they are responsible to remove the devels from the Earth, so the devels cut them out and put in Africa
area. The different temperature was bad for them and all died; Patalunar State and had responsibilities
connecting to the Lunar, and the devel cut them out and put them in the ocean and they all drowned;
Pensacola State, removed to the New York area and then at a later time, were cut out and put near the
Florida State, and is now called Pensacola; Penturistas State removed and dumped in the ocean - they
put up many barracades to stop the devels, and the devels just cut them out and dumped them in the
ocean; Pulmerinaria State, prepares medicine for the heart, remove evels from heart, they use lime
juice in water and Sevelle orange (Aaransibia), or use rice water and blue powder for the heart;
Jackson State for their Heritage of the Jacksons, and they are many books for them that tells their
heritage, so the devel cut them out and put them to live in swampy areas, and the others all died as the
devels put them in many dangerous places so they would die, and some escaped, but most died.
There is also the Jambala State, for the Jamboree and Gala events, so the devels cut them out and put
them in many different areas, and they were killed. Some are still in the New Orleans areas, and they
organize the New Orlean’s Galas; Jankaroose State - they put on the gala for the jankanoo to scare the
devel away. They wear many trinkets and they oppose the devels, so the devels cut the state in two
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and put them in the Kingston area and on top of other states where everyone is alive, and those who
were under were killed. Then the devel cut out the other Jankaroo section and killed them. Today,
those who use the Jankanoos mix it with the devel, so no one likes it anymore; Japanese State for the
Japan Caicobans, and they were removed and placed in a turbulent area. They do not know their
origins or history as they were given a different language to speak. The Japanese are to eat the curried
meats, curried Goat, curried food, use the rice that goes with the curried dumplings and Dal to maintain
their balance, they are never to overwork, they are never to watch bad thing like wicked or terror
movies, as it will disturb their balance and their minds as those bad things will corrupt their minds and
thoughts; they are never to marry or have intimate relations with any Chinese, as it will disrupt their
genes and create imbalances. They can only marry each other, and marry to any Jamaican, and never
others, as it will affect their stem and their cells and will disrupt their lives, that is why they were put in
Jamaica area, so they will not have any problem finding a mate;
There is also the Jah Paulett States, the Christ can be born and there are many protections there, the
devels cut and tear them away, and they scattered and no one knows where they are; Jah Bonita State,
Jarrett State, Junior State or Lloyd State, the Christ family and they are to be close together so they
support the Christ, but if they are separated then the Christ is alone; Jumberta State - they were located
in another area, and they had to run away from their home, as they were being persecuted by the
devels, and they had to seek shelter in this area of Jamaica; Jassnette State – the devels cut them out
and put them in the ocean; Kingstonia State - It is not the main part of Jamaica, the devels cut them out
and put them on top of the Jah Parade State and killed Jah Parade Caicobans under it; Kesterban State It has many Kester to remove the devels; so the devels put the Mesicoso (Mexico) to lead the Earth,
and they are never to lead the Top Leaders of the Earth; Korea State – they were cut out and put in the
Asia area, and they do not know where they belong.
Then there is the Krustada State – the Krustada remove crust from our feet, so devels cut them out and
dumped them in the oceans; kumunda State – it is a States for kumunda knowledge, for the
pronounciation of words, the devels tore them out and put them in the ocean; Kunta Kente State - they
were cut out and put in Africa, where most of them died. They are Black Caicobans and not African,
and the State was put in the ocean and those who survived, their generations are there in the place
called Gambia, Sierre Leon, and Senegal. The devels then called the ocean Gambia river; Kumase
State – it was placed in the Ghana area; Kumaroons State – it was cut out and put on top of the
Africans and many of the Kumaroons died and also and killed those in the State it was put on top of.
The Kumaroons mixed with the Africans and have become Africans. They were renamed Camaroons;
Kambala State - the devels cut them out and put them near the India State; Leithe State where the
Christ can be born. The devel cut it out and put it in the ocean and destroyed the Earth, so no one can
be who they are to be; Lennard State - they know how to use the linen to protect the body; Marigold
State – we are to boil and drink Marigold flowers and leaves to protect our body; Murdock State;
Municipalities States - you can make your own organization and put it under the Municipalities Rule,
or create it and put it outside the municipalities; Muncheese State - they have protection against the
MUNCH when they come into the Earth; Muncherless State – they are sisters to the Muncheese;
Mustard State – they prepares many different types of mustards to kill the devels. Mustard is to cook
with coconut milk and meat to make mustard dinner.
Lucette State – they teach us how to protect our child when pregnant; Lucifer State - for the
generations of Lucifers. It is a big state, and was chopped up, killed, and put in the ocean, and they
drowned and the other part disappear.
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You can say repeatedly, I curse you devels to kill the Lucifers; Larceny State - they help us find things
that are lost, as they know the devels remove them; Marisposa state – they were put in the Brandon
area; Mantilope State - they destroy the man devels and the Lope devels. These are some of the States
in the Jamaica West Indies that are no longer there.
Then there is the Massachusette State the same Paulett State, and the devels cut them out from Jamaica
and put in the New York region. The devel then tortured them, killed them, and what is left is called
Massachusette, the Christ can be born there; Nugent State for Nugent generations; Nubia State – it was
cut out and placed in the Israel place and called the First Eye; Nagareta State – it was cut out and
killed; Nassau State it was killed many times, and cut out and thrown into the ocean. Those who
survived they attached it to Bahamas, Nupital State - gives guidance to couples of how to live
together, they also give information about engagement, or not to be engaged; Nursery State – it teaches
how to take care of children and new born; Nora State for their family and generations; Opera State –
where they put on the many opera performances. They were cut out and dumped into the sea; Opal
State for their family and generations; Quality State that ensures that quality is put into the production
of all things; Kuran State – the Kuranese were cut out and dumped into the sea, and those who
survived were put into the Middle East called Kuwait, some put in Jordan, some in Palestine, and
many are called Islamic; Katona State - they were placed in New York; Lacksma State – they were cut
out and put in India; Loop Legging State - they make the leggings so the devels cannot get into the
stockings. The were dumped in ocean; Lantana State - everyone to boil or juice the Lantana flowers
and leaves and drink to rid of the devels. It should be used by itself and it protects the jackfruit and the
lemon trees.
In the very center of Jamaica is a beautiful building and it says Paulett Angella Hemmings States of
Affairs. It is the building where I am to work. At the top of building is a figure of me in Golden
Bronse colour, wearing a dress, a sandal shoes with a low heel, and a sword in my right hand turned
down. My left hand is empty.
In the State where I am born my – My District of Columbia says: Paulett Angella Hemmings States –
The Christ Rise with the Goodnesss Happiness and Lovelinesss Around her all the time all the while in
the glory of goodness she esalt herself over evil and badness and baddaness ® ™.
These are Some of the Inside Jamaica Continent States
There is the Pentylope State – they identify and destroy all those who overrides the rules and pretend to
be others. Those overriders are the things that do wickednesses and is one of the Bombury specie,
called the Pentilope. Donald Donald Trump is one of them, and they call themselves Gurner/Hurner
which they are not; there is also the Penny State where pennies are made in the brons color. Pennies
must be used and available and things can cost a penny; Penysilicone State where the Silicone
injections to rejuvenate anyone if they lose any part of their body. The devel cut it out and put a small
part in California which is the only other place it can be put, then they killed the rest of it. In
California, it is now called Silicone valley. The Silicones are not being used the right way, and not
using the right formula, as the federal government do not want them to know how to use the things
they have; for the TV and other media, say media, media, media, media, then say twenty-one (21)
times: You are all killed, you are all killed until it gets to 21 or over. Then later if they are still there
say: You are all dead, you are all dead 21 times and count how many times you say it until it gets to 21
or over.
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Inside of Jamaica is London and the Thames River, and those were cut out and put in the BritPAH
state that is called United Kingdom (UK). Also, many places in the UK today is Jamaica. The place
called Birmingham is Jamaica. Oxford University and Cambridge University and others in the UK are
Jamaica places and properties.
There is also the Popsycle Chreation where Popsycle of many different types are made to remove the
devels from our body and to kill the devels. They cut it out and it is nowhere to be found; there is the
Pentyloperstandard Chreation where they make protections to kill and remove the devels from the
Earth. We can use blue powder and rice water and cough medicine to kill them. If we do not have the
cough medicine, we can use the blue and rice water to drink and put all over body, and say get out, get
out, get out, get out; there is also the Cocky Chreation to replace Cocky (Penis) if there are many
problems with it, or if it cannot do its job, they make protection for the cocky and to protect the boys
and Bans from the devels who will remove many things from the man through the cocky (penis); there
is the pensycooloniac Chreation where they make protection to remove them from our body. These
small insects are the No See Um bug, and they can cause cholera and many diseases. They can go into
the body and shit and cause many germs in the body. Use jackfruit oil and rice water to remove them
from body, peach oil and Sense Melia, Rose Water and Olive oil together. It is best to use two
different mixtures, or four different ones to remove them. They are very dangerous and leaves black
patches on the skin. There is the Purdenculniac Chreation to protect against this specie. You can call
them out and say: Purdenculniac, Purdenculniac, Purdenculniac, Purdenculniac leave the Earth and all
esisense. If they return or did not leave, say: Purdenculniac, Purdenculniac, Purdenculniac,
Purdenculniac, you all end, end, end, end, end, and repeat the end 21 times or mere then stop.
There is the Uganda Chreation, they are part Indian and part Black. The devels cut them out, put them
in Africa and many died; there is the Uruba Chreations; also, the Aruba Chreation; there is the
Uruguay Chreation, who were put in South America; there is the Umesico Tribe who are sisters to
Mesico, and not the same. They were removed and all killed; there is the Umorean - they work for a
long time, and then they rest and then they work for long hours and then they rest. They like to be left
alone to live at their natural pace. The devels wanted them to work like a machine and their body
couldn’t work like that, and they were all killed; there is the Umassy Tribe that were cut out and put in
Africa and they all died; there is the Umega Tribe - they do not tolerate the devels, and the devels cut
then out and killed them; they are the Usterling Tribe, part of the Chreator family and the Chreator can
live there or born there.
The Central Jamaica Continents are the central parts of this Earth, and the main part of this Earth is
Jamaica West Indies/Montegonias States where I AM from. I AM the center of the sunflower, the
Hearth of this Earth, and the Heart of Jamaica West Indies. If the Heart of the Earth stops breathing
and functioning, there is no Earth and no life in it anymore. If I am damaged, the Earth and all in it are
damaged. If I am hungry, the Earth and all in it are hungry. If I am terrored and tortured, the Earth
and all in it are terrored and tortured. My happiness is the Earth’s happiness, my prosperity is the
Earth’s prosperity, my joy is the Earth’s joy, my vigorousness is the Earth’s vigorousness.
However, the Earth’s longevity and prosperity and fitness are not the concerns of the insect, animals,
species devels, who also wraps themselves up in many layers of the many Earths and put themselves in
an effigy, then use many power source to keep them going like normal. All they want to do is to tear
down and to fix up, like the September 11, 2001 bombing of the World Trade Center, so it appears that
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they are solving problems. They like when things are rotted down and then they say they are going to
fix up, and will order the materials made with the synthetic, plastic, bad wood, or paper, they can get in
and get through with no difficulty. For example, like the paper dry walls we now have in our homes
and jobs, and there is no protection in it for anyone.
The South Continents were cut out and tossed in the oceans and many of them moved around and cut
up like a Jig Saw Puzzle as well. The South continents are the next in rank to the Central Continent.
The devels Massacred them and changed their language to Spanish, so they do not support Jamaica,
and they cannot support each other, cannot support themselves, and cannot protect each other. The
North continent with more pink skin was cut up and chopped up as well. However, not as bad as the
Central area which is the worse death and terror area. Next after the Central area in destruction and
death is the South Continent. In Canada, a part of the North continent, there is a place called Brandon.
That is a piece of the Brandon in Florida where I live, and the devels cut up the states and put them
anywhere they wanted, and dumped other parts in the oceans. The devels even chopped out many of
the oceans and take them out of the Earth. All of Canada is part of North Jamaica continent, and it is
the place where a Spectre of Caicobans call Somebody live.
What are some of the Insect Devels
Some of the insect devels are: chinks, worms, biting ants, germs ants, duck ants, sugar ants, white ants,
red ants, fire ants, mad ants, millipede like the military, centipede, grubs, lice, nits, ticks, flies,
mosquitoes, You See Um, snakes, lizards, scorpions, spiders, anancies, mites, and all of the insects that
you know. The Species are the things that you cannot recognize and they have shapes like a flower or
a petal or shapes and forms you do not know. Some of the devel animals are: dogs, cats, sheep, deer,
antelopes, reindeers, alligators, crocodile, horses, donkeys, jackass, mules, sharks, whales, beers,
turkey, geese, ecrets, egrets, crows, rats, serpents, mice, racoons, guinea pigs, rabbits, pigeon, squirrel,
hamster, mongoose, frogs, toads, ferret, snails, slugs, bats, fox, minx, otter, skunk, weasel, hare, wolf,
ground hog, possum, and much more. To top that off look for the poem by a Jamaican Poet, James
Weldon Johnson - Brer Rabbit, you's de cutes' of 'em all.
Court Judges
The Supreme Court Judges are insects and they are Plastics. Most of the higher courts and many of the
states, city and county court Judges are largely insects. A few of the Judges are from our types of
natural peoples.
Diesel Trains
Diesel Trains must be made and put in place in New York, Chicago, and all of North Jamaica
Continents, Central Jamaican Continents, and South Jamaican Continents these are the same as South
America, Central America and the West Indies/Caribbean Islands, and North America through Canada
and Mexico. The Diesel trains runs from State to State. There is no Country or county in this earth,
they are all devel words. County and country are the same as counting they are all quantity. All the
places they call Countrys are all States that are interconnected and no country is to be completely
isolated and not connected to other States.
The diesel trains and all motor and non-vehicles must have in them the accessory connected to the
motor or not that diffuses essence that is real and natural not plastic or synthetic essence. The diesel
trains must run locally from city to city, from towns to towns, from state to state, and runs right
through the days and nights. The long-haul trains or the ones that goes from state to state must have
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big space for the toilets, children changing rooms, places that family can eat together and cots they can
sleep on with privacy windows, more than one dining room that do not open or close the same time, do
not serve the same meal and do not serve their meals at the same time. They should have a miniature
gulf area, miniature badminton area, and a karaoke singing area for entertainment for those who are on
long journeys.
Good words/Bad Words
Poor means more and lavish
Shit is what we Caicobans do when go to the toilet
Feces are what insects do when they do the #2)
Poverty means plenty
In this Earth, all those who are the poorest and experience poverty in the devel sense who have lack,
they are the richest, but the devel make them have lack because they refused to allow the devel to leed
them and because they are Black skinned.
Riches means goodness, good money, and abundance.
Healthy means wealthy. They are devel words and not for my Earths. The Interlope have wealth
another word for riches, everything looking good and blooming. Health means everything is dried out
and flattened.
Peace means War and Terror. P- pentilope – sister of the Interlope, overthrows, takes power and
control, use your belongings as if it were made for them. E- ecret devel birds that uses their wings and
claws and beak to destroy your body, they use their wings to beat on you causing you pain. They use
their wings to knock you over and to beat many things down. They use their beak to peck and to bore
holes. A – ants of terror of many different types: biting ants, itch and stings ants, disease ants, germ
ants, terror ants, disaster ants, stealing ants, C – cats who likes attention and to be seen, inquisitive,
Plan events of terror and destruction. E - egret birds that tear down everything, remove things from
your mind, handle the electronic removal of information and they wipe clean your memory, removal of
brain memory.
All my Articles must be distributed to my children, to the various states/counties/countries,
businesses/commerce, schools, banks, Real Estate Developers, HOAs, colleges, libraries, gazettes,
morgues, hospitals, nursing homes, churches, mosques, temples, all religion places, TVs, Radios,
Newspapers, Internet sources, etc.
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All my Articles must be put in the National Gazettes, State Gazettes, City Gazettes, Town Gazettes,
Municipal gazettes. The website is naturalearthforall.com. They must also be put in the National
Registry, Register, Records Management, Registrar Generals.
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PhD.
HIGHEST CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
HIGHEST CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL LIFE, ESISTENCE, DEATH, AND
ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (HIGOG)
HIGHEST OH MY GOODNESS
HIGHEST MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
HIGHEST GOLDEN APPLE
HIGHEST MY LOVE
HIGHEST CRUM CRUM
HIGHEST KREME OF THE KREM
HIGHEST PHD/PAHD GOG
HIGHEST CHREATOR OVER KUM KAN
HIGHEST PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIAS SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
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